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§4. Averaged Resistive MHO Equations 
Todoroki, J. 
Averaged resistive MHD equations are 
derived using the Lagrangian formalism. 
Since no ordering assumptions are not 
made, the obtained equations are 
consistent to the 3D equilibrium. 
The curvilinear coordinate system 
(X,Y,s) are assumed, in which the 
magnetic inductions Ha = -{i Ba are 
independent to the toroidal angle S· It is 
convenient to introduce the notations 
f(X, Y, s) = Xe R( ~) + Ye Z' 
V = Vxa _j_ = e _i_+e _i_ + _!_e _i_ 
- - axa 'ax zay X ~Pa~' 
B=-1-Hafa, B=(Ba)~Vxa, ~ 
J = ~ \-fil(X)~fx, 
-ygo 
and J. =(-fi)~/ffo, {&=X being the 
Jacobian in the cylindrical 
coordinates. Also we introduce the 
tensor 
G={i,(Ji4 Vx"VxP, 
so that B=G·B. Then the MHD 
equilibrium equations averaged over the 
toroidal angle can be written in the form 
]xB=J.VP, ]=VxB, V·B=O. 
The perturbation with the time 
dependence exp(qt) is assumed. Then 
the linearized resistive MHD equations 
are derived as 
dL0 [~,a] a5W[~,a] _ a~ - a~ - 0' 
dL0[~,a] + dM[~,a] _ 
da aa -O. 
with the Lagrangian dendities n 
Lo[~,a] = q2p~2 + q1Ja2 
+ [Q- V X ( 1Ja)] · [Q + J X~- V X ( 1Ja)] 
+(~· VP)V ·~+ YsP(V ·~)2 , 
5\1[ ~'a] = J x ~ · V x ( 1Ja ), 
where~_ stand~ for the plasma 
displacement, a is the electric 
displacement which is related to the 
perturbed magnetic field b by the relation 
a=Vxbfq, andQ::Vx(~xB). 
We assume that the coordinate are 
chosen so that the Jacobian -{i is 
independent to s, and the perturbation is 
of single toroidal harmonics on this 
magnetic coordinates. Then we can obtain 
the equations 
q2p J?G. ~ =-J.'Y_pl 
+]xQ+Vx(G·Q)xB 
+ v X ( 7Jg) X J + B X v X [ G . v X ( 7Jg) ], 
J.pl = J.(~ · VP) + YsPV · (J.~), 
qG-1 • q = v X (G. Q)- v X [ G·· v X ( 7Jq)]. 
If we use the relation qq = G · V x (G ·b), 
we can write the equation in terns of 
the perturbed magnetic field b 
q2p J?G. ~ =-J.'Y_pl 
+]xb +Vx(G·b)xB, 
b- V X (~X B)+_!_ V x [ 77G · V X (G ·b)]= 0. q - -
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